A Rapid and Reliable Method for Molecular Detection of *Fusarium guttiforme*, the Etiological Agent of Pineapple Fusariosis
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**HIGHLIGHTS**

- A rapid and reliable diagnosis of *Fusarium guttiforme* in pure cultures and infected pineapple;
- *F. guttiforme* could be easily distinguished from other *Fusarium* species by real-time PCR;
- A molecular method provide support and can be helpful for effective disease management;
- New method for indexation of pineapple propagative material for phytosanitary defence.

**Abstract:** Pineapple (*Ananas comosus var. comosus*) fusariosis is an economically important fungal disease affecting the plant and its fruit. A rapid and reliable diagnosis is the base of integrated disease management practices. *Fusariosis* has resulted in quarantines for pineapple products in Central America, Africa and Asia. Difficulties diagnosing and correctly identifying the fungus *Fusarium guttiforme*, agent of the pineapple fusariosis, have led to the search for new methodologies, and for this we developed a new reliable molecular method to detect it. For diagnostic purposes, real-time PCR of elongation factor gene 1-α (ef1) was used to rapidly, specifically and sensitively diagnose *F. guttiforme*. A pathogenicity
test was conducted with slips of the pineapple cultivar Pérola, a multiplex PCR was run, and the results compared with those obtained with real-time PCR. The real-time PCR assay with its specific primer set could readily distinguish *F. guttiforme* from other *Fusarium* species known to occur on pineapple. The real-time PCR test had 95% sensitivity and 100% specificity with a significance level p<0.0001. For field samples the test had 100% sensitivity and specificity. Thus, this new test is fit for use in serial analyses of pineapples, and may have application in the evaluation of propagation materials and making quarantine decisions. The ability to rapidly and specifically detect *F. guttiforme* in plant samples will facilitate monitoring of the pathogen and improve disease management.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Pineapple is the fruit of *Ananas comosus* var. *comosus* plant that originated in the tropical region of the Americas wherefrom it was spread around the world [1,2]. It is one of the most-produced fruits in the world, particularly in Costa Rica, Brazil, Philippines, India and Thailand [3].

This crop has serious phytosanitary problems, which cause economic losses and limit export of pineapples [4,5]. The fusariosis caused by *Fusarium guttiforme* is considered the most serious fungal disease of pineapple, with losses estimated at 30 to 40% of the fruit and up to 20% of the vegetative propagative material [6]. Fusariosis also is a major limiting factor for pineapple production in Brazil because of phytosanitary quarantines by countries in Central America, Africa and Asia where pineapple cultivation is economically important [7]. These countries currently are free of *F. guttiforme* and require compliance with phytosanitary rules and procedures that can be notified with rapid diagnostics to facilitate quarantine logistics, avoid the introduction of the pathogen and curtail potential economic losses [8].

Historically, identification of *F. guttiforme* is based on morphological characteristics and pathogenicity tests with susceptible pineapple varieties. *Fusarium* identification by microscopy requires highly trained staff and is limited by time to culture and observe the fungus. Furthermore, the fungus is difficult to detect in plant tissues, and these tissues may contain other *Fusarium* species [6,9,10]. *F. guttiforme* is part of the *Fusarium fujikuroi* species complex (FFSC), which has a controversial taxonomy based on the traditional classification scheme for the genus [11]. The development of new techniques to identify this fungus in a more rapid, highly specific and sensitive manner is extremely important [10,12]. Molecular diagnostics currently are the most suitable methods to complement the morphological identification, and can overcome sample contamination with other and the need to resolve sometimes inconsistent morphological markers.

Real-time PCR is a molecular diagnostic tool that has high sensitivity, and specificity, allowing direct identification of the pathogen, with low risk of false negatives, based on only a small amount of DNA [13]. Many studies have used PCR and other molecular diagnostic tools to identify plant pathogens in complex mixtures even when fungal mycelia are invisible microscopically. Real-time PCR tests have been widely used to detect disease-causing agents in humans, also are being increasingly used as rapid diagnostic tests for plant diseases [14]. Rapid and accurate detection and quantification of *F. guttiforme* would be of great value for diagnosing and monitoring pineapple fusariosis.
The aim of the study was to develop a sensitive and specific real-time PCR assay for detecting and quantifying *F. guttiforme*, using *in vitro* pure cultures and infected tissues from pineapple plants.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Fungi Isolates**

*F. guttiforme* isolates from pineapple were used in this study. Samples belong to the mycology collection of the Phytopathology Laboratory of the Instituto Capixaba de Pesquisa, Assistência Técnica e Extensão Rural – Incaper. As reference strains *F. guttiforme* (Agricultural Research Service Culture Collection - NRRL 25624), *Fusarium ananatum* (Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures – CBS 118516, CBS 118517, CBS 118518 and CBS 118519) and *Fusarium* spp. (Incaper Mycological Collection - E-623 and E-626) were selected.

**Morphological Features**

Pure cultures obtained from a single spore of each isolate were grown on Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) to study colony morphology and pigmentation. The morphological identification of the isolates was carried out by plating them on synthetic low nutrient medium Spezieller Nährstoffarmer Agar (SNA) and sterile Carnation Leaf Agar (CLA) [9]. Cultures were incubated at 25°C, under intermittent light (12h under fluorescent light) and dark period (12h dark photoperiod). All isolates were examined after 10-14 days using light microscopy, and the size, shape and septation of the conidia produced on the aerial mycelium, were evaluated and phialides and sporodochia were measured. Identification followed the taxonomic keys and guides available for *Fusarium* [9,15].

**Pathogenicity**

Thirty isolates, including reference strains, were used for pathogenicity testing on the susceptible pineapple cultivar (cv.) Pérola. Inoculations were performed with a completely randomised design with two replications in pineapple slips with a circular lesion 4 mm in diameter and approximately 2 mm deep, in which the fungal disc was deposited, before cultivation on PDA. The inoculated slips were incubated in a moist chamber at 25°C (±2 °C) under laboratory light conditions. Isolate NRRL 25624 of *F. guttiforme* was used as the reference for pathogenicity. As a control, slips were inoculated with only autoclaved PDA. To confirm the virulence of the isolates, the slips were evaluated after 30 days to determine the presence of disease signs and symptoms and the length of the lesions from the inoculation points.

**DNA Extraction**

**Isolates**

Thirty isolates, including reference strains, were cultivated on PDA at 25°C (±2 °C) for 7 days. The mycelium was used for the DNA extraction that was performed with DNeasy® Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN®).
Pineapples Tissues

Pineapple slips (cv. Pérola) were inoculated with 30 *Fusarium* strains and incubated at 25°C (±2 ºC) under laboratory light conditions. After 30 days, the DNA extraction was conducted using the Raeder & Broda protocol [16], adapted by the Laboratory of Biotechnology Applied to Agribusiness of the Federal University of Espírito Santo (Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo – Ufes). The tissues of the pineapple slips were removed and transferred to 1.5 mL microtubes with liquid nitrogen. After stirring and addition of 0.5% SDS buffer, the samples were kept in a water bath at 65°C for 20 min. A total of 470 μL phenol and 230 μL chloroform were added to the homogenised and centrifuged mixture. The aqueous phase was recovered and 300 μL chloroform was added to it. After another centrifugation step, the aqueous phase was recovered and the equivalent of 60% of isopropanol was added. The supernatant was discarded and the precipitate was washed in 500 μL 70% ethanol. After drying, the DNA precipitate was resuspended with Tris-EDTA 1X buffer and RNase A buffer and then, was incubated in a water bath at 65°C for 30 min.

In addition, 7 pineapple slips and 2 pineapples fruits from the Incaper Experimental Farm in Sooretama, Espírito Santo, Brazil, was used to perform the experiments. All samples were visually analysed for disease symptoms and classified as either symptomatic or asymptomatic and then submitted to the extraction protocol described above. A healthy plant was used as negative control.

Multiplex PCR

Multiplex PCR was performed for *Fusarium* isolates. The elongation factor gene 1-α (*ef1*)[17] and β-tubulin (*tub2*)[18] were the selected genes. For amplification of the fragment of *ef1* (640bp), Ef-1 (forward; 5'-ATGGGTAAGGAGGACAAGAC-3') and Ef-2 (reverse; 5'-GGAAGTACCAGTGCATGTGT-3') primers were used [17]. For *tub2* (540bp), T1 (forward; 5'-AACATGCCTGAGATTGTAAGT-3') and T2 (reverse; 5'-TAGTGACCTTTGGGCAGTTG-3') [18] primers were used. PCR was conducted on a Veriti® thermocycler (Applied Biosystems). The full reaction volume was 20 μl, containing 2.0 μl Taq buffer with 0.6 μl MgCl₂ (2.5 mM), 2.0 μl dNTPs (250 mM), 0.1 μl of each primer (10 μM), 2.0 μl of DNA (40 ng) and 0.2 μl Taq polymerase (0.5U) (LGC Biotecnologia). The cycle conditions were: (1) denaturation at 94°C for 3 min; (2) followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45 s; (3) annealing at 57°C for 30 s; (4) extension at 72°C for 1.5 min; and (6) final extension at 72°C for 10 min. The PCR products were separated by electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide. The fragments were visualised under ultraviolet light.

Real-Time PCR

A real-time PCR assay was developed for pineapple slips and fruits. Primers were designed for *ef1* (ef-1aF: 5'GGTATCGACAAGCGAACCAT3' and ef-1bR: 5'CACGTGGCTCTGATCGAGA3') and for *tub2* (bTaF: 5'GATGGCTGCTTCAGACTTTCC3' and bTbR: 5'TCCTCGACCTCTCCAGTCC3') with the Primer3Plus tool [19]. Fast 7500™ Real-Time PCR equipment (ABI 6.200, Applied Biosystems, California, USA) was used. The
full reaction volume was 12.5 µl, containing 1.0 µl DNA, 7.5 µl SYBR Green PCR Master Mix kit (Applied Biosystems, California, USA) and 1.0 µl of each primer at a concentration of 10 µM. The samples were subjected to an initial cycle of 50°C for 2 min, followed by a cycle of 95°C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min, ending with a cycle of 95°C for 15 s. A negative control reaction was included in all runs.

The fluorescence threshold was adjusted for each experiment. A standard curve was generated by using known concentrations of fungal DNA (60 µg - 1.875 µg). Cycle threshold values (Ct) < 35 were considered positive.

**Statistical Analysis**

A descriptive statistical treatment was used to analyse the data (mean and standard deviation). To evaluate the performance of our methods against the standard diagnostic technique, a chi-squared (X²) contingency test was conducted to determine if the sensitivity and specificity differed with a significance of α<0.05.

**RESULTS**

All micromorphological traits present in the isolates were consistent with those described by Nirenberg and O’Donnell [15] and Leslie and Summerell [9] for *F. guttiforme*.

**Pathogenicity and Virulence Evaluation**

The size of the lesions ranged from limited to the inoculation point up to necrotic lesions of over 15 mm long. The control and reference isolates, CBS 118516, CBS 118517, CBS 118518, CBS 118519, E-623 and E-626, remained asymptomatic.

Of the 24 isolates analysed, 4 (17%) did not develop fusariosis symptoms and 8 (33%) had high severity lesions > 15 mm in length. The other 12 pathogenic samples (50%) had lesions that varied in severity from lesions restricted to the inoculation point (≤ 15 mm).

**Identification of Isolates by Multiplex PCR**

Of the isolates analysed, 15 were positive and 9 were negative, as well as the controls strains (CBS 118516, CBS 118517, CBS 118518, CBS 118519, E-623 and E-626). The amplified fragments were ~540 bp for the *tub2* gene and ~640 bp for the *ef1* gene. In comparison with the pathogenicity test, the multiplex PCR obtained a sensitivity of 74% and a specificity of 91%.

**Fusariosis Diagnosis by Real-Time PCR Protocol**

**Relative Amplification Efficiency**

To optimise the efficiency of the primer pairs for the *ef1* and *tub2* genes, a serial dilution of DNA was performed at a ratio of 1:2 from a concentration of 60 ng/µL. The amplification efficiency of the primers is shown in Table 1.
Primer Specificity

*F. ananatum* isolates were chosen as negative controls for the species, as they have been identified by Jacobs et al. [20] as the cause of early blight in pineapple. In the study, the fluorescence threshold was 0.268. The specificity results were favourable for the *ef1* gene primer, which did not result in any amplification in the *F. ananatum* sample (Table 2). However, the *tub2* gene was amplified DNA from the *F. ananatum* isolates and was insufficient for diagnosis.

Table 2 Primer specificity as assessed by cycle threshold (*Ct*) values for *ef1* (primers *ef1a/ef1b*) and *tub2* (primers *bTa/bTb*) genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th><em>ef1a/ef1b</em></th>
<th><em>tub2</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative Control</strong></td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asymptomatic</strong></td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptomatic</strong></td>
<td>22.70</td>
<td>22.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>F. guttiforme</em> (NRRL 25624)</td>
<td>22.31</td>
<td>21.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>F. ananatum</em> (CBS 118518)</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
<td>30.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Detection of *F. guttiforme* in Plant by Real-Time PCR

As an initial experiment, we performed the real-time PCR of the 24 samples to obtain results that could be compared with the multiplex PCR methodology. Of these 24 analysed samples, 4 were asymptomatic and 20 had lesion patterns and sizes typical of the disease.

The results for the 4 asymptomatic samples (*Ct* = undetermined) confirmed the absence of the disease. Of the 20 symptomatic samples, 19 were positive (*Ct* < 35), but one presented an undetermined *Ct* that led to a false negative diagnosis of infection, most likely because the sample contained other pathogens. All of the negative controls had their results confirmed. Hence, the test had excellent sensitivity (95.0%), specificity (100%) and accuracy (97%) with a significance level *p*<0.0001.

A second experiment was performed with 9 field samples. A visual classification was performed to determine their status as either symptomatic or asymptomatic plants for fusariosis. Seven had the typical disease pattern and two were asymptomatic. These results were completely consistent with those obtained in the detection by real-time PCR with 100% sensitivity and specificity (Table 3).

Table 3 Molecular detection of *F. guttiforme* and cycle threshold (*Ct*) values for the field samples for *ef1* gene (*ef1a/ef1b*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultivar</th>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th><em>Ct Values</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>ef1a/ef1b</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Cayenne</td>
<td>Pérola</td>
<td>Pérola</td>
<td>Pérola</td>
<td>Pérola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seedling (01)</td>
<td>Seedling (02)</td>
<td>Seedling (03)</td>
<td>Seedling (04)</td>
<td>Seedling (05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Asymptomatic</td>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Asymptomatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>28.87</td>
<td>Undetermine</td>
<td>28.55</td>
<td>Undetermine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- F. guttiforme (NRRL 25624) -
- Negative Control¹ -
- F. ananatum (CBS 118518) -
- Healthy Plant -
+ | - | - | - | - | + |
| 22.81 | Undetermine | Undetermine | Undetermine | Undetermine |

¹Negative control = represents the experiment control, i.e., test with DNA absence.

**DISCUSSION**

The pineapple fusariosis caused by *F. guttiforme* is considered the most damaging disease in Brazil and other South American countries [21]. Pathogenicity and virulence studies are important to understand and generate control measures in phytopathological diseases but, no references were found to demonstrate the different degrees of lesions caused by *F. guttiforme* strains. Somehow, an interesting reference demonstrated the reduction in leaf scale numbers was related to lower infection levels and that it could be a start for control strategies [22].

Considering the importance of species identification, particularly the quarantine pathogens, which has a significant economic impact [23], this study developed a method for the detection of *F. guttiforme*. tub2 and *ef1* genes were chosen because they are widely used in the phylogeny and identification of *Fusarium* species [24]. The first test was performed with Multiplex PCR in order to reduce the identification time, cost and the number of false negatives due to more targets for the same species in the same reaction. However, the specificity and efficiency compared to the pathogenicity results were not satisfactory.

In order to obtaining greater accuracy, we used real-time PCR. Although the choice of tub2 and *ef1* genes, the tub2 gene carried out in a real-time PCR were not specific, amplifying the *F. ananatum* isolates. A growing number of annotated sequences have been deposited in databases, often without strict control or any prior confirmation, which can lead to incorrect identification of organisms and improper use of sequences for the generation of primers. Importantly, the inadequate use of specific primers to amplify certain species, can
lead to diagnostic errors, resulting in incorrect identifications and lots of other problems. Therefore, prior specificity diagnosis of primers is indispensable, as shown in this study.

Phylogenetic studies with fungi of the genus *Fusarium* [11,25] have shown that the *ef1* has sufficient variability among species, making it possible to design specific tests that allow biomass detection and quantification for a broad spectrum of *Fusarium* species [26]. Thus, it is appropriate to use a real-time PCR assay to identify *F. guttiforme* using the *ef1* gene.

Conventional PCR analysis takes ~6 h to perform from the preparation of samples to visualisation on the agarose gel, whereas real-time PCR can be completed within 2.5 h [27]. As demonstrated in this study, it is also possible to find significant differences between the results obtained by conventional PCR and those obtained by real-time PCR [28]. In different areas the results have demonstrated that real-time PCR method is more specific and effective. To check the progress of real-time PCR for visceral leishmaniasis diagnosis, researchers compared different PCR methods in the bone marrow of dogs and found 54 and 84% of positive results respectively for PCR and real-time PCR [29]. Others researchers compared three different PCR protocols for the detection of fungal DNA from clinical samples and showed real-time PCR to be the most sensitive method [30].

For plant pathogens, detection and identification still often relies on methods that are based upon morphological characterization and molecular methods are not routinely used [31,32]. An example is the use of the real-time PCR to quantify fungus species in a food sample where small difference in reaction efficiency can result in a difference in the final product quantity [33]. Other example is the detection of the fungus that causes disease in pine. Researches assess the efficiency of different PCR techniques on a set of naturally infected samples. The results demonstrated better efficacy of real-time PCR for detection of the analyzed pathogens [34].

The simplicity, specificity and high sensitivity with respect to the probe and dye reduces the risk of post-amplification contamination, while allowing high production potential, continuous introduction of new chemicals, detection of relatively small amounts of target DNA, ease of quantification and improvement in protocols [27]. Lievens *et al.* [35] conducted a real-time PCR study to detect and quantify pathogens that cause disease in tomato plants. By isolating samples from the plants and their soil, they obtained accurate quantification of the target, even from soil samples that naturally contain a large variety of microorganisms.

Identification of the causal pathogen of fusariosis disease was necessary due to the complex nature of the pathogen(s) associated with the pineapple. It appears that our real-time PCR diagnosis protocol was applicable to screen naturally *F. guttiforme* infected pineapple samples. The high cost of equipment and reagents required for molecular biology increases the difficulty of using protocols such as this for routine diagnostics. However, real-time PCR with SYBR Green can reduce these costs considerably, along with the time required to conduct the procedure. Thus, for diagnosis of pineapple fusariosis caused by *F. guttiforme*, real-time PCR represent a low-cost, high sensitivity and high specificity method compared to other molecular diagnostic procedures and even standard pathogen isolation techniques from infected plant tissues.

**CONCLUSION**
Real-time PCR is a consolidated technique and has great potential for applications in phytopathological diagnostics. The proposed method was highly specific and sensitive for the diagnosis of *F. guttiforme* in pineapple tissues, as well as identification of the fungus in pure cultures. The sensitivity and rapidity of the technique described here support its application in the study of the etiology and epidemiology of pineapple fusariosis.
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